ABSTRACT Motivation: DNA sequences are fundamental for encoding genetic information. The genetic information may be understood not only by symbolic sequences but also from the hidden signals inside the sequences. The symbolic sequences need to be transformed into numerical sequences so the hidden signals can be revealed by signal processing techniques. All current transformation methods encode DNA sequences into numerical values of the same length. These representations have limitations in the applications of genomic signal compression, encryption, and steganography. Results: We propose an integer chaos game representation (iCGR) of DNA sequences and a lossless encoding method DNA sequences by the iCGR. In the iCGR method, a DNA sequence is represented by the iterated function of the nucleotides and their positions in the sequence. Then the DNA sequence can be uniquely encoded and recovered using three integers from iCGR. One integer is the sequence length and the other two integers represent the accumulated distributions of nucleotides in the sequence. The integer encoding scheme can compress a DNA sequence by 2 bits per nucleotide. The integer representation of DNA sequences provides a prospective tool for sequence analysis and operations. Availability: The Python programs in this study are freely available to the public at https://github.com/cyinbox/iCGR
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) techniques have resulted in massive DNA and protein sequences. There are strong demands for efficiently analyzing these genomic sequences. A DNA sequence consists of four types of nucleotides: Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Thymine (T) and Cytosine (C). DNA sequence analysis requires conversion of a symbolic sequence to a numerical sequence so that intrinsic patterns and characters can be characterized by digital signal processing approaches (Anastassiou, 2000; Mendizabal-Ruiz et al., 2017; Yin and Yau, 2008; Yin and Wang, 2016) . Numerical representations of DNA sequences are also essential to genome comparison, compression, encryption, and steganography.
An effective numerical representation must be able to capture all significant properties of the biological reality without introducing any spurious effects. Currently, the most commonly used * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: cyin1@uic.edu encoding method is the Voss 4D binary indicator representations (Felsenstein et al., 1982; Voss, 1992) , which has been used in protein-coding prediction, similarity analysis, and periodicity detection in genomes. However, the Voss 4D method and DNA sequence mapping are not one-to-one. In 1990, Jeffrey first proposed a numerical and graphical Chaos Game Representation (CGR) of a DNA sequence (Jeffrey, 1990) . The CGR is generated in a square with the four vertices for the nucleotides A, C, G, and T, respectively. In the CGR graph, the first is placed halfway between the center of the square and the vertex corresponding to the first nucleotide of the DNA sequence and successive points are generated halfway between the previous point and the vertex representing the nucleotide being plotted. An important feature of the CGR is that the value of any point in CGR contains the historical information of the preceding sequence and visually displays all subsequent frequencies of a given DNA sequence. The CGR preserves all statistical properties of DNA sequences and allows investigation of both local and global patterns in DNA sequences, visually revealing previously hidden sequence structures. The CGR was then developed for k-mer counting and referred to frequency CGR, which renders a unique 2D image signature for a genome sequence. Because CGR has a remarkable ability to differentiate between genetic sequences belonging to different species, and it has thus been proposed as a genomic signature (Deschavanne et al., 1999; Almeida et al., 2001) . Due to the character of information preservation of CGR, it has been applied in different research domains including similarity analysis of genomes (Stan et al., 2010; Kari et al., 2015; Joseph and Sasikumar, 2006; Hoang et al., 2016) , detection of hidden periodicity signal in genomes (Messaoudi et al., 2014) . However, all existing numerically representation methods of DNA sequences produce a list of values of the same length of DNA sequences, and these types of representations cannot be directly used for storing, compressing, encrypting, and aligning DNA sequences.
In this paper, we propose an integer chaos game representation (iCGR) of DNA sequences, in which nucleotides of DNA sequences are represented by iterated integer functions. Using iCGR, a DNA sequence can be uniquely encoded and recovered by three integers. One of the integers is the length of the DNA sequence, and the other two integers are determined by the type and positions of nucleotides in the DNA sequence. One application of the encoding is to compress DNA sequences. The result shows that 2 bits are required for storing a nucleotide symbol in integer encoding, whereas the common character representation of a nucleotide needs 8 bits. The proposed method will have wide applications in NGS sequence analysis.
METHODS AND ALGORITHMS

Chaos Game Representation (CGR) of DNA sequences
CGR is an iterative mapping and scale-independent representation for geometric representation of DNA sequences (Jeffrey, 1990) . The CGR space can be viewed as a continuous reference system, where all possible sequences of any length occupy a unique position. The position is produced by the four possible nucleotides, which are treated as vertices of a unit binary square since a DNA sequence can be treated formally as a string of the four letters A, C, G, and T. In this study, we redesign the CGR corners of four nucleotides so the relationship between two nucleotides can be reflected by the distances of the CGR corners. The CGR vertices are assigned to the four nucleotides as A = (1, 1), T = (−1, 1), C = (−1, −1), and G = (1, −1) ( Fig.1(a) ). The CGR coordinates are calculated iteratively by moving a pointer to half the distance between the previous position and the current binary representation (Algorithm 1). For example, if the next nucleotide on the DNA sequence is G, then a point is plotted halfway between the previous point and the G corner. The resulting graphic is planar, thus we call it as classical CGR representation. A CGR example of a short DNA sequence, TAGCA, is illustrated in Fig.1(b) . The CGR representation of Human mitochondrial genome is shown in Fig.2 . The CGR of Human mitochondrial genome reveals the fractal patterns within the genome.
Encoding DNA sequences by integer CGR
From the definition of CGR, we notice that the CGR coordinates of current nucleotide is determined by the CGR coordinates of the preceding nucleotide and the fixed CGR corner coordinates of the current nucleotide. According to this recursive relationship, we may get the final CGR coordinates of a DNA sequence. The CGR theorem suggests that the final coordinates contain the full DNA sequence information (Jeffrey, 1990 ). However, due to the floatingpoint errors in the computation of CGR, DNA sequences cannot be fully recovered by the final CGR coordinates.
To address the floating-point errors when encoding DNA sequences in the original CGR scheme, here we redefine a new CGR coordinate relationship as in Equations (3) and (4). Instead of taking the midpoint of the preceding position and the current CGR corner as in original CGR (Jeffrey, 1990) , the current position the new CGR schema is the sum of the preceding coordinate and exponential of two of the CGR corner (Equations (4)). As an example, the integer CGR of a short DNA sequence, TAGCA, is illustrated in Fig.3 . It should be noted that the proposed CGR mapping of DNA sequences is different from the original CGR. In the proposed CGR mapping, the coordinates of DNA sequences are integers and can extend all the 2-dimensional space, while regular CGR coordinates are float numbers and are limited to the unit square. Thus, we may consider that the proposed integer CGR is an open mapping, and the original CGR is a closed mapping. Although the original CGR coordinates are determined by the DNA sequences from theoretical analysis, due to floating-point errors, the original CGR cannot recover a DNA sequence when the length of the sequence is longer than 32 bp. Our proposed CGR mapping results in integer coordinates without the floating-point errors, therefore, the integer CGR can recover a full DNA sequence when the length of the sequence is less than 1024 bp. This is the significant advantage of our proposed integer CGR mapping. We propose here an integer CGR encoding algorithm for a DNA sequence. Using this algorithm, a DNA sequence can be uniquely represented by three numbers: The length of the sequence and the two integers of the final CGR coordinate of the DNA sequence. These integers contain all the DNA sequence information and can recover the sequence reversely. Encoding a DNA sequence into three integers by integer CGR is as follows (Equation(3) and algorithm 2). We first initialize the CGR coordinate at the first position of a DNA sequence using the CGR corner coordinate, and then the following CGR coordinate is computed based on the Input: A DNA sequence S of length n Output: List of 2D coordinates of the DNA sequence, pi(x, y), i = 1, 2, · · · , n Step:
1. Create a square with four corners A = (1, 1), T = (−1, 1), C = (−1, −1), and G = (1, −1), representing the four nucleotides A, T, C, and G, respectively. These four points are denoted as CGR corners α ∈ {A, T, C, G}.
2. Initialize the first CGR coordinate based on the first nucleotide, S(1), of the DNA sequence.
3. Compute the CGR coordinate of current nucleotide, S(i), of the DNA sequence as the midpoint of previous coordinate and the CGR corner for this nucleotide.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for computing the CGR of a DNA sequence. . preceding coordinate and the nucleotide at this position.
p1,x = α1,x p1,y = α1,y α1 = S(1), α1 ∈ {A, T, C, G} 
From the recursive relation (Equation (4)), we may prove that the integer CGR coordinates are the sum of the product of position exponents and nucleotide types (Equation (5)). When a DNA sequence of length n is finally encoded by the three integer numbers (n, pn,x, pn,x) (tri-integers) through the integer CGR, these three integer reflect the accumulative distribution of nucleotides along the sequence. Because the final encoding tri-integers hold all the sequence information, we propose to use the encoding tri-integers as the signature of a DNA sequence.
Integer decoding DNA sequences
We can prove that the sign of pi is the same as that of nucleotide αi. Therefore, the integer CGR coordinates can be used to determine the corresponding nucleotide types. The nucleotide at the position i can be determined based on the integer CGR coordinate at this position p(xi, yi) using the properties as in Equations (6) and (7). This can lead the full recovery of original sequence from the final tri-integers (n, X, Y ).
We have the following theorem on integer encoding DNA sequences.
THEOREM 2.1. When a DNA sequence of length n is encoded by the CGR coordinates (X, Y ), the sequence information can be fully recovered from tri-integers (n, X, Y ).
After a DNA sequence of length n is encoded recursively and represented by the encoding integers (n, X, Y ) of the last step of encoding. If a DNA sequence of length n is encoded as tri-integers (n, X, Y ), where X is the x coordinate at position n, and Y is the y coordinate at position n. Thus we can decode and recover the original DNA sequence from these tri-integers (n, X, Y ). The first step in the decoding process is to determine the nucleotide αn at the last position n. From Equation (6), we may determine the nucleotide αn. For example, if X = −19, Y = −25, then the nucleotide at n is A. Then we can recover the second last coordinate (pn−1,x, pn−1,y) from the last coordinate (xn, yn) and the vertex coordinate of last nucleotide αn (Equation (7)). After we get (pn−1,x, pn−1,y), we may determine the nucleotide αn−1 at the position n − 1 from (pn−1,x, pn−1,y) by Equation (6). Using this method, all the nucleotides at positions i = n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1 can be recursively determined.
By this encoding method, we can see that any DNA sequences that end with nucleotide A are encoded by two large integers in Quadrant I, those end with nucleotide T are in Quadrant II, those end with nucleotide C are in Quadrant III, and those end with nucleotide G are in Quadrant IV. From the locations of the sequences, we can determine the type of the last nucleotide of the sequences.
After a DNA sequence is encoded into tri-integers by the integer CGR scheme, the sequence can be fully recovered from the triintegers. To recover the DNA sequence from encoded tri-integers (n, X, Y ), we can first determine the last nucleotide according to Equation (6). Since the GCR corner coordinate αn is known, we can use the following induction to obtain the CGR coordinate of n − 1 position, and then determine the nucleotide by Equation (7). Using the iteration process, all the nucleotides at all the positions, n − 1, n − 2, ....1, can be determined (Algorithm 3).
The tri-integers can also detect single nucleotide mutation in a DNA sequence. For example, the mutation from A to T in a DNA sequence, of which the wild-type sequence is represented by tri-integer (n, X, Y ), the mutation generates new tri-integers (n, Xm, Ym). The difference of (n, X, Y ) and (n, Xm, Ym) can determine the single nucleotide mutation.
It is noted that the encoding scheme can detect an error if the given tri-integers are not for a DNA sequence. In each step of decoding, the value of each nucleotide can be recovered. If the values are not 1/-1 pairs, then the given tri-integers are not for a DNA sequence. Therefore, when DNA sequences are encoded by the proposed integer CGR, if there is an error during data storage and transfer, the iCGR encoding and decoding method can detect this error at the location.
RESULTS
In the encoding and decoding algorithms, we consider two classes of four different bases in DNA, the pyrimidines (Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T)), and the purines (Adenine (A) and Guanine (G)), and design new CGR corners. The algorithms use integer iteration so the relationship of nucleotide positions and encoding integers are one-to-one. We perform case studies for evaluating the effectiveness of the integer encoding and decoding algorithms in sequence representation and compression. An example of encoding a short DNA sequence of length 10 bp is illustrated in Table 1 . Table 1 shows the encoded pi,x and pi,y at each position i. The two large integers in the final step for n = 10 are -203 and 441. The DNA sequence can be encoded and stored by these integers, (n = 10, X = −203, Y = 441).
An example of decoding a DNA sequence is illustrated in Table  2 . Table 2 shows the encoded integers pi,x and pi,y and decoded nucleotide at each position i. The tri-integers (n = 10, X = 659, Y = 783) are used for recovering the full sequence. The DNA sequence recovered by the tri-integers is 'ATTGCCGTAA' Another example of encoding is for encoding Homo sapiens globin gene (GenBank access number: HF583935). For each position of the sequence, we generate the encoding iCGR coordinates as shown in Fig.4 . The final encoding tri-integers for this gene are (171, 20503394090813028165419285686907647331949312955 96027, 111945316267328672851214367944002385890505723 6646823) .
Using the encoding method, the average bits of the tri-integers per a nucleotide is 2.0, whereas symbolic DNA sequences need 8 bits per nucleotide. For example, the total bits of the tri-integers for the Homo sapiens globin gene is 349 bits, each nucleotide needs 2.041 bits. Therefore, encoding DNA sequences as the tri-integers may save storage space.
CONCLUSIONS
We present a novel method for encoding a DNA sequence into three integers. Encoding a DNA sequence by integer CGR produces unique tri-integers that contain all sequence information. Therefore, the tri-integers from encoding a DNA sequence can be considered as the mathematical descriptor of the sequence. The encoding method can be a promising tool for DNA sequence compressions, encryption, and steganography.
